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PROTON TRANSFER REACTION MASSSPECTROMETRY APPROACH TO MONITORMONOTERPENES EMISSION FROM ALEPPO PINE(PINUS HALEPENSIS) WOODS GROWINGIN DIFFERENT LOCATIONSJakub Sandak�, Anna Sandak�, Andrea Boshetti��,Mariano Dimauro��, Martino Negri�*Trees and Timber InstituteIVALSA/CNR**Institute for Photonis and Nanotehnologies-CNR& FBK, Fondazione Bruno KesslerSYNOPSIS. The aim of this preliminary study was to investigate the possibility of de-tetion and quanti�ation of various monoterpenes emitted from wood by using ProtonTransfer Reation Mass Spetrometry; a novel proedure based on the ollision-indueddissoiation has been investigated. The energy of ollision has been varying in a rangeof 80 Td to 180 Td with a step of 20 Td. Samples of Aleppo pine (Pinus halepensis)wood growing in Frane and Algeria have been measured and ompared. The quantityof monoterpenes emitted from Algerian wood was muh higher than from Frenh. Themost signi�ant masses deteted in both ases were m81 and m137. However, ollision-in-dued dissoiation patterns were slightly di�erent, what suggests di�erent ompositionof monoterpens in woods from Frane and Algeria.KEY WORDS: PTR-MS, wood proveniene, Aleppo pine, monoterpenesINTRODUCTIONProton Transfer Reation Mass Spetrometry (PTR-MS) is sensitive and real--time tehnique for detetion and identi�ation of volatile organi ompounds(VOC). It plays a major role in analysis of environmental and atmospheri si-enes. Trees (plants in general), emit many types of hemial ompounds, suhas isoprene, hexanal, monoterpenes, oxygenated monoterpenes and sesquiterpenes(Tani et al. 2003). These hemials (espeially terpens) play a fundamental role



4 J. Sandak, A. Sandak, A. Boshetti, M. Dimauro, M. Negriin the defene hemistry of plants (Mihelozzi et al. 2004). In general, monoter-penes an be seen as a ombination of two isoprene entities C5H8 and may besaturated, unsaturated, yli or ayli. Their di�erent isomers may vary only byas muh as the position of a double bond (Steeghs et al. 2007).The VOC of onifers belong mostly to the lass of monoterpenoids (Hillis1962). Sine the relative proportion of monoterpenes in mature tissues is un-der strong geneti ontrol (only slightly a�eted by environmental parameters),monoterpenes play important role in taxonomi studies of oniferous speies andare useful in forest genetis as biohemial markers (Gallis and Panetsos 1997,Llusia and Pe~nuelas 2000, Mihelozzi et al. 2004); geographial variationsof Pinus pinaster monoterpene omposition has been reported by Tognetti etal. (2000) for example. Similar works dediated to Pinus nigra, Pinus halepensisand Pinus ponderosa has been published by Smith et al. (1969), Bojovi et al.(2005), and Tahar et al. (2007) respetively.Several analytial methods an be utilized for detetion and quantizationof monoterpenes emitted from wood. The most ommonly used today are gashromatography (GC) and mass spetrometry (MS). Eah of these tehniquespossesses advantages and limitations; but none an provide full haraterisationalone. GC an separate volatile ompounds with a great resolution, but it annotdoubtlessly identify them. MS an't readily separate mixed VOC. It an providehowever detailed strutural information on the moleules deteted; lately used foridenti�ation. In onsequene a ombined gas hromatograph-mass spetrometry(GC-MS) tehnique has been developed. It merges great separation ability of GCand high sensitivity of MS. Unfortunately GC-MS, as other tehniques, possessesimportant limitations; some isomeri ompounds annot be distinguished by MSand determination of positional substitutions on aromati rings is often diÆult(Settle 1997).Reently developed proton-transfer reation mass spetrometry (PTR-MS) isanother alternative (to MS, GC or GC-MS) analytial tehnique apable to analyseVOC emitted from wood into ambient air. It uses a soft ionization method based onproton transfer from H3O+ ions to all ompounds with higher proton aÆnity thanwater. Common onstituents of air suh as N2, O2, Ar, CO2 et. have lower protonaÆnities than H2O and therefore do not interfere with the measurement. Mostof the monoterpens ommon in the wood have however, higher proton aÆnitiesthan H2O and thus an be monitored and quanti�ed with detetion limit down to10 parts per trillion in volume (pptv).The signi�ant advantage of mass spetrometry is its high sensitivity. Besidethat the measurement is relatively fast and does not need partiularly exessivesample preparation suh as pre-treatment and/or pre-onentration. The limita-tion of PTR-MS is the restrited amount of information about the ompositionof VOCs and rather diÆult quanti�ation of the mixtures of VOCs.A ollision-indued dissoiation (CID) an also be applied in PTR-MS sanningproedure as an alternative to the standard measurements. CID is a mehanismof fragmentation of the moleular ions in the gas phase. It is possible to ontrolthe kineti energy of ions in the drift tube of mass spetrometer by adjusting theeletrial �eld and the gas pressure in the drift tube. The measure of suh kineti



Proton Transfer Reation Mass Spetrometry approah to monitor... 5energy is E/N. It is omputed as a ratio of drift tube eletri �eld and the gasnumber density and is expressed in Townsend (1 Td = 10�17 V�m2).Steeghs et al. (2007) measured ten monoterpens and stated a possibilityof its identi�ation basing on the CID pattern. The ratio between di�erent frag-ments depends on the kineti energy of the ions as they exit the drift tube. Thisbehaviour was attributed to di�erenes in ion internal energy at di�erent drift tubevoltages. Maleknia et al. (2007) reported that the relative abundanes of RH+and fragments for terpenes were dependent on the drift tube voltage; the optimumvoltage for detetion of moleular ions was di�erent for various terpenes. Similarmethodology has been developed by Aprea et al. (2007) for measuring esters.Some researhers linked the PTR-MS with measurement of monoterpenes emit-ted from wood or tress. Ruuskanen et al. (2005, 2006) applied PTR-MS for mon-itoring of the monoterpene emissions from the living trees ontinuously in the �eld.M�uller et al. (2006) investigated biogeni volatile organi ompounds (BVOC)above and within a oniferous forest. Christian et al. (2004) used PTR-MS withother tehniques for measurement of biomass-burning emission.The goal of this work was to investigate the possibility of detetion and quan-ti�ation of various monoterpenes emitted from wooden samples and to developa novel proedure of using PTR-MS toward haraterisation of hemial on-stitueny of VOCs in wood. The work is foused on the VOCs detetion fromsoftwoods growing in various environmental onditions.MATERIALS AND METHODSAleppo pine (Pinus halepensis Mill.) wooden bloks aquired from trees grow-ing in Frane and Algeria were used as experimental samples. It was expetedthat due to di�erent geographial loation and di�erent limati onditions, theonentration and omposition of monoterpens would di�er (Tahar et al. 2007).The wood piees have been onditioned to 12% moisture ontent in the limatihamber. Samples were ut on the irular saw just before the test to refreshthe emission surfae and to assure omparable emissions of monoterpenes. Eahwooden piee has been ut into four blos of dimensions 20 mm/20 mm/40 mm(thikness/width/length respetively). Bloks were stored in lean and losed on-tainers immediately after utting. VOC emitted from wood were measured by massspetrometer a few hours later.The PTR-MS spetrometer used for measurements has been developed, in ol-laboration with Innsbruk University, at Institute of Photonis and Nanotehnolo-gies of Italian National Researh Counil. The priniples of the PTR-MS tehnol-ogy have been desribed by Lindinger et al. (1998) and Gouw et al. (2003).The ionization proess an be summarized by the following reation:H2O+ + R k�! RH+ + H2OThe protonated water H3O+ interats with the measured gas R. During thisinteration a proton swithes from hydronium to the trae gas moleule, whih



6 J. Sandak, A. Sandak, A. Boshetti, M. Dimauro, M. Negrileads to a protonated (ionized) moleule RH+ and a neutral water moleule H2O.The probability of reation k is usually lose to or equal to the ollision rateonstant. This reation only takes plae when the proton aÆnity of the traeompound R is higher than that of water (166.5 kal/mol = 7.16 eV). Comparedto eletron impat ionization, where eletrons are shot at neutrals at about 70 eV,the energy involved in the reation of proton transfer is very low. Sine the exessenergy of the reation is low, fragmentation of moleule R ours to a very limiteddegree; resulting in only one (or two) harateristi ions per eah VOC. As a result,the mass spetra are muh easier interpretable.The PTR-MS apparatus onsists of three parts:{ the ion soure, where ions are produed by a hollow athode disharge usingwater vapour as the moleular soure of ions{ the drift tube; where proton transfer reations to the trae onstituents inthe air our{ the ion detetor; whih provides sensitive detetion of mass spei�ed ionsans of the moleules of interest.The shemati of the instrument is shown in Figure 1 and more tehnial detailsan be found in the referenes (http://www.ptrms.om/).Quadrupole-MS
H2O Inlet Sample Inlet
Ion Soure j PTR Drift Tube j

Fig. 1. Shemati of the proton transfer reation mass spetrometerSoure: www.ptrms.omThe ollision energy (E/N) in the PTR-MS spetrometer was hanging duringthe test and it was set-up at levels of 80 Td to 180 Td with a step of 20 Td.The proper level of energy was obtained by preise manipulation of the pressureand the eletri �eld in the reation hamber (drift tube). The mass spetra havebeen olleted and afterward analysed by omputing the CID patterns on the selfdeveloped software.



Proton Transfer Reation Mass Spetrometry approah to monitor... 7RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONStandard PTR-MS proedureA typial distribution of VOC masses measured from Aleppo pine originatedfrom both Algeria and Frane are presented in Figure 2. The most signi�ant on-entrations of moleules deteted by PTR-MS were notied for masses 81 and 137,whih an be assigned to monoterpenes emitted from wood (Tani et al. 2003).Masses 33, 45 and 59, even if deteted in signi�antly large amounts, have notbeen onsidered for monoterpenes analysis sine these are assigned to methanol,aetaldehyde and a mixture of aetone and propane respetively. Some signi�-ant di�erenes in mass onentrations between wood originated from Algeria andFrane an be notied. It suggests di�erent onstitution of VOCs in wood fromeah provenane. Evidently, an amount of monoterpens emitted from the Algerianwood was higher. It an be explained by the natural aumulation of VOCs inwood living in Afria due to water and growth stresses resulting from warm anddry Algerian limate (Shiller and Grunwald 1987, Llusia and Pe~nuelas2000). On the other hand, it was impossible to estimate detailed monoterpensomposition (quality and quantity) on the base of the results obtained.
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Fig. 2. Conentration of masses deteted in the VOC emitted from Pinus halepensisoriginated from Frane and AlgeriaThe CID approahAdditional set of experiments has been arried out with the Aleppo pine sam-ples in order to generate CID patterns. Untreated experimental results (for Al-gerian wood) are presented in Figure 3; only variations of masses m81 and m137are shown on the graph in order to simplify interpretation. Conentration of VOCemitted from the wood (marked on the graph as a yle wood (E/N)) have been
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Fig. 3. Variations of the masses m81 and m137 onentration in the VOCs emitted bymediteranian pine wood in relation to the E/N energyNote: empty (80) is a measurement moment when an empty ontainer has been on-neted to the spetrometer and measured with E/N = 80 Td, wood (80) is a measure-ment moment when measurement of wood at the E/N = 80 Td has started.measured with varying E/N energies. The measurement of the ambient air (emptyontainer) has been performed as a referene (marked on the graph as yle empty(T/N)). Eah time after hanging ontainer some few yles have been needed tostabilize the onentration level. The VOC quantities have been omputed as a dif-ferene between onentration of moleules emitted from wooden sample and am-bient air. It is illustrated on the Figure 3 as arrows of the length 137(T/N); where137(80) orresponds to onentrations measured with E/N energies of 80 Td,137(100) orresponds to 100 Td and so on. As an be seen there is a strong e�etof the E/N energy on the e�etiveness of ionization. The amount of the m137moleules was signi�antly higher than m81 when the lowest energy (80 Td) hasbeen set in the reation hamber. The tendeny was opposite with inrease of theT/N. Di�erent trends of the urves related to masses m137 and m81, as seen on theFigure 3, have been also evident. It must be mentioned that the hanges of the de-teted moleule numbers are not related to the hanges of the VOC onentration(as it is onstant during the test), but rather to the e�etiveness of ionization. Sup-plementary analyses have been performed in order to investigate this phenomenonin more detail.Figure 4 presents the CID fragmentation patterns omputed on the basisof PTR-MS examination of Algerian and Frenh woods. The mass ratio urves
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Fig. 4. Fragmentation patterns for the masses m81 and m137 of VOC emitted fromFrenh (left) and Algerian (right) woods in a funtion of E/N-valueof both woods have rather similar outline, but these are evidently di�ering in theross-setion point. While the interept in ase of wood originated from Franewas for E/N � 115 Td, the orresponding interept for Algerian wood was at E/Nof � 125 Td. It is apparent evidene that even if both samples emitted similarVOC, some di�erenes in the monoterpene omposition exists. Unfortunately, it isimpossible (at the moment) to identify the origin of di�erenes and exat meaningof the shift. However, reent works are foused on improving the data mining anddeveloping novel PTR-MS methodologies for suh assessments.CONCLUSIONSThe work presented here demonstrates an appliability of PTR-MS tehniquefor measuring VOC emission from wood originating from di�erent sites. Themost signi�ant onentrations of moleules deteted by PTR-MS were notiedfor masses m81 and m137, whih an be assigned to monoterpenes emitted fromwood. Some di�erenes in mass onentrations between wood originated from Al-geria and Frane were observed; it suggests di�erent onstitution of VOC in woodfrom eah provenane. The new methodology of VOC measurement with PTR-MSby varying E/N energy and CID pattern analysis is very promising developmentand it has a great potential for appliations related to measurement of monoter-pens in wood.
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